EXPLANATION OF LEGEND ITEMS

Roads Closable for Highway Legal Vehicles
A road that is closely associated with the National Forest System lands but not open to highway legal motor vehicles under State law for general access by all vehicles. Therefore, while the road is not part of the forest system's road system, it is associated with that system and therefore must be closely associated for highway legal motor vehicles under the State's laws.

Roads Closable for Non-Highway Legal Motor Vehicles
A road that is closely associated with the National Forest System lands but not open to non-highway legal motor vehicles under State law for general access by all vehicles. Therefore, while the road is not part of the forest system's road system, it is associated with that system and therefore must be closed for non-highway legal motor vehicles under the State's laws.

Roads Closable for State Highways
A road that is closely associated with the National Forest System lands but not open to State Highway traffic under State law for general access by all vehicles. Therefore, while the road is not part of the forest system's road system, it is associated with that system and therefore must be closed for State Highway traffic under the State's laws.

ROAD DESIGNATION (Type Table)

Designations shown on this motor vehicle use map are not intended to be interpreted as an naming of roads, and may be used only as an excerpt of on-road use, not to legally identify the road. The road designations are shown to be facilities associated with the National Forest System lands to help define areas of access and develop recreational management plans. The road designations are not intended to be a substitute for the road naming system and many may reveal little maintenance or use. The road designations may be changed or removed at any point in time.

ROAD IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

Roads on this map are assigned identification numbers. These numbers are used to assign road classifications. These are information-based only and do not signify any legal or physical characteristics of the road. These numbers are not intended to be used as reference layers for the Motor Vehicle Use Map. Therefore, they are not used for highways, wildlands, or trails. They are intended to be used only to identify and define the road. The road identification numbers are not to be used as road names or road titles.

STATE BOUNDARIES

State boundaries are shown on the map. These boundaries are not intended to be used as road names or road titles. They are used to define the scope of the motor vehicle use map and the jurisdiction of the State of New Mexico and are not intended to be used for any other purpose.